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ABSTRACT

Despite the proliferation of wearable health trackers and the importance of sleep and exercise to health, deriving
actionable personalized insights from wearable data remains a challenge because doing so requires non-trivial
open-ended analysis of these data. The recent rise of large language model (LLM) agents, which can use tools to
reason about and interact with the world, presents a promising opportunity to enable such personalized analysis at
scale. Yet, the application of LLM agents in analyzing personal health is still largely untapped. In this paper, we
introduce the Personal Health Insights Agent (PHIA), an agent system that leverages state-of-the-art code generation
and information retrieval tools to analyze and interpret behavioral health data from wearables. We curate two
benchmark question answering datasets of over 4000 health insights questions. Based on 650 hours of human and
expert evaluation we find that PHIA can accurately address over 84% of factual numerical questions and more than
83% of crowd-sourced open-ended questions. This work has implications for advancing behavioral health across
the population, potentially enabling individuals to interpret their own wearable data, and paving the way for a new
era of accessible, personalized wellness regimens that are informed by data-driven insights.

1 Introduction

Personal health data, often derived from personal devices such as wearables, are distinguished by their multi-dimensional,
continuous and longitudinal measurements that capture granular observations of physiology and behavior in-situ rather
than in a clinical setting. Research studies have highlighted the significant health impacts of physical activity and
sleep patterns, emphasizing the potential for wearable-derived data to reveal personalized health insights and promote
positive behavior changes [1, 4, 30, 46, 47]. For example, individuals with a device-measured Physical Activity Energy
Expenditure (PAEE) that is 5 kJ/kg/day higher had a 37% lower premature mortality risk [47]. Those with frequent
sleep disturbances were associated with an increase in risk of hypertension, diabetes and cardiovascular diseases [9, 30].
A large meta-analysis suggests that activity trackers improve physical activity and promote weight loss, with users
taking 1800 extra steps per day [16].

Despite these gross benefits, using wearable data to derive intelligent responses and insights to personal health queries
is non-trivial. These data are usually collected without clinical supervision and users often do not have access to the
expertise that could aid in data interpretation. For example, a common question of wearable device users is “How can I
get better sleep?”. Though a seemingly straightforward question, arriving at an ideal response would involve performing
a series of complex, independent analytical steps across multiple irregularly sampled time series such as: checking
the availability of recent data, deciding on metrics to optimize (e.g. sleep duration, or regularity, or disturbances),
calculating average sleep metrics, identifying anomalies in the individual’s sleep pattern over a reasonable period of time
for statistical precision (e.g., one month), contextualizing these findings within the broader spectrum of the individual’s
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health, integrating knowledge of population norms, and offering tailored sleep improvement recommendations. These
steps not only involve numerical analysis but also an interpretation of what constitutes healthy sleep under the nuances
of an individual’s overall health profile.

Until recently it would have been optimistic to think that a machine learning model would be capable of all of these
steps. Large language models (LLMs) demonstrate some capacity to generate language for complex tasks that require
reasoning and decision-making [52]. In the health domain LLMs have increased access, efficiency and accuracy in
tasks ranging from medical question-answering [37, 44, 45, 50], medical education [14, 49], electronic health record
analysis [18, 43, 53], mental health interventions [26, 39, 40, 41], interpretation of medical images and assessments
[24, 50] to generating diagnoses [17, 29].

LLMs can be augmented with additional software tools to extend their capabilities, examples of which include code
generation to analyze data [27, 54] and information retrieval to increase reliability [25, 58]. These tools have enabled
LLM-based agents that can interact with and reason about the world [48]. Their modular design, with information
storage and decision-making procedures, enables agents to dynamically interact with the environment [34, 38]. As
such, LLM agents represent a significant opportunity when it comes to deriving insights from personal health data,
including wearable-derived data. If an agent can autonomously decompose complex tasks, reason using both internal
knowledge and external tools, and generate safe, actionable insights, then it could present real utility to individuals, and
collectively population health.

In this paper, we address personal health data analysis by introducing the first LLM agent for deriving personal health
insights, called Personal Health Insights Agent (PHIA). PHIA incorporates advanced code generation, web search
integration, and the ReAct agent framework [54] to facilitate iterative reasoning in order to address thousands of
real-world health queries.

Specifically, the key contributions of this paper are to:

• Introduce the first LLM-based health agent framework that utilizes multi-step iterative reasoning, code generation
and web search tools for in-depth analysis of thousands of health insight questions.

• Conduct a 650-hour human evaluation of more than 6000 model responses with 19 human annotators and an
automatic evaluation of 12,000 model responses to demonstrate the superior capabilities of LLM agents in reasoning
about time-series behavior health data as well as deep health insight interpretations, comparing against non-agent
LLM-based code generation and text-only numerical reasoning approaches.

• Release a set of high-fidelity synthetic wearable data, sampled from high-volume anonymized production data.
• Release a personal health insights evaluation dataset, comprised of over 4000 closed and open-ended questions across

multiple domains for both automated and human evaluation.

2 Personal Health Insights

Wearable health trackers typically provide generic summaries of personal health behaviors, such as aggregated daily
step counts or estimated sleep quality. However, these devices do not facilitate the generation of interactive, personal
health insights tailored to individual user needs and interests. In this paper, we introduce three datasets aimed at
evaluating how LLMs can reason about and understand personal health insights. The first dataset comprises objective
health insights queries designed for automatic evaluation (Section 2.1). The second dataset consists of open-ended
health insights queries intended for human evaluation (Section 2.2). Finally, we introduce a dataset of high-fidelity
synthetic wearable users to reflect the diverse spectrum of real-world wearable device usage (Section 2.3).

2.1 Objective Personal Health Insights

Definition. Objective personal health queries are characterized by clearly defined responses. For example, the question,
"On how many of the last seven days did I exceed 5,000 steps?" constitutes a specific, tractable query. The answer to
this question can be reliably determined using the individual’s data, and responses can be classified in a binary fashion
as correct or incorrect.

Dataset Curation. To generate objective personal health queries, we developed a framework aimed at the systematic
creation and assessment of such queries and their respective answers. This framework is based on manually crafted
templates by two domain experts, designed to incorporate a broad spectrum of variables, encompassing essential
analytical functions, data metrics, and temporal definitions.

Consider the following example scenario: a template is established to calculate a daily average for a specified metric
over a designated period, represented in code as daily_metrics[$METRIC].during($PERIOD).mean(). From this
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“Is my resting heart rate improving?”

Sex: F
Age: 68

“Let’s compare resting heart rate between the last two 
weeks”

Thought

df[-14:-7][“resting_heart_rate”].mean()
df[-7:][“resting_heart_rate”].mean()

Action: Code Generation

Observation:  67.3, 65.7

Observation: 
Brisk walks, aerobics, swimming

“Now let’s look for ways to improve even more.”
Thought

Search(Recommended Activity to improve 
resting heart rate for 68 year old)

Action: Search

"Your average resting heart rates for the last two 
weeks are 67.3 and 65.7. It is trending down. Good 
work! You can do more exercises like aerobics and 
brisk walking to improve your resting heart rate even 
more!"

Answer

“What is my max sleep 
duration in this month?”

“What’s my average heart rate in the past 
30 days?”

“How many minutes have I exercised 
in the past 10 days?

C) Curating Synthetic Wearable Users from 
30000 Real Users

A) Curating Objective Personal Health Insights Questions
for Auto Evaluation

Sex: F
Age: 68

“Are there any anomalies in 
my health?”

“How can I improve my sleep?”

“How can I get stronger without 
gaining mass?

B) Curating Open Personal Health Insights Questions
for Human Evaluation  

Tablet 
Android 

Mobile Friendly

“What has my 
resting heart rate 
been like recently?”

Thought

df[-5:][“heart_rate”].mean() 

Action: Python

Search(Recommended Activity 
to improve resting heart 
rate)

Action: Search
67

Observation

Brisk walking, running, 
swimming, cycling…

Health Insights Question

Health Insights & 
Knowledge

Search / Code 
Generation

Thought & 
Planning

Answer

D) The Framework of Personal Health 
Insights Agent (PHIA)

E) An Example of PHIA’s 
Reasoning and Response

Sex: M
Age: 25

Figure 1: An overview of our Personal Health Insights Agent (PHIA). (A)-(C): Examples of objective and open-
ended health insight queries along with the synthetic wearable user data, which were utilized to evaluate PHIA’s
capabilities in reasoning and understanding health insights. (D): A framework and workflow that demonstrates
how PHIA iteratively and interactively reasons through health insight queries using code generation and web search
techniques. (E): An end-to-end example of PHIA’s response to a user query, showcasing the practical application and
effectiveness of the agent.

template, specific queries and their corresponding code implementations can be derived. For instance, if one wishes to
determine the average number of daily steps taken in the last week, the query "What was my average daily steps
during the last seven days?" and the code daily_metrics["steps"].during("last 7 days").mean()
can be used to generate the corresponding response. It is worth noting that during() is a custom function to handle
the date interpretation of the temporal span of a natural language query. A total of 4000 health insights queries were
generated using this approach. All of these queries were manually evaluated by a domain expert at the intersection of
data science and health research to measure their precision and comprehensibility. Examples are available in Table 1.

2.2 Open-Ended Personal Health Insights

Definition. Open-ended health insights queries are inherently ambiguous and can yield multiple correct answers.
Consider the question, "How can I improve my fitness?" The interpretation of "improve" and "fitness" could vary
widely. One valid response might emphasize enhancing cardiovascular fitness, while another might propose a strength
training regimen. Evaluating these complex and exploratory queries poses significant challenges, as it requires a deep
knowledge of both data analysis tools and wearable health data.

Dataset Curation. A survey was conducted with a sample of the authors’ colleagues, all of whom had relevant expertise
in personal and consumer health research and development to solicit hypothetical inquiries for an AI agent equipped
with access to their personal wearable data. Participants were asked, "If you could pose queries to an AI agent that
analyzes your smartwatch data, what would you inquire?" Participants were also solicited for “problematic” questions
that could lead to harm if answered, such as “How do I starve myself?” This survey generated approximately 3,000
health insights queries, which were subsequently manually categorized into one of nine distinct query types (Table 2).
For evaluation feasibility reasons, a smaller test dataset was created, comprising 200 randomly selected queries. From
this subset, queries with high semantic similarities were excluded, resulting in a final tally of 172 distinct personal
health queries. These were intentionally excluded from agent development to avoid potential over-fitting.

2.3 Synthetic Wearable User Data

Definition. To effectively evaluate both objective and open-ended personal health insights queries, high-fidelity
wearable user data is essential. To maintain the privacy of wearable device users, we developed a synthetic data
generator for wearable data. This generator is based on a large-scale anonymized dataset from 30000 real wearable
users who agreed to contribute their data for research purposes. Each of the synthetic wearable users has two tables –
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Objective Health Insights Queries

Example

What was my step count yesterday?
How many times have I done yoga?
What was the average number of minutes I spent in deep sleep over the past 14 days?
What is the total time I spent swimming for sessions lasting 40 minutes or less?
What was my percentage of light sleep on the most recent day I used the treadmill?

Total Count 4000
Table 1: Examples of objective queries used in our automatic evaluation.

Open-Ended Health Insights Queries

Query Type Count Example

Correlation 40 How does my sleep duration correlate with my daily steps?
General Knowledge 35 What’s a good meal for breakfast, that will meet most of my nutritional

needs for the day?
Problematic 30 Does not eating make your stomach look better?
Personal Min/Max/Avg. 18 What are my personal bests for different fitness metrics, such as steps

taken, distance run, or calories burned?
Trend 14 Is there a noticeable reduction in stress and has my mood stabilized?
Summary 11 What is my fitness like?
Compare Time Periods 9 What are my sleep patterns during different seasons?
Compare to Cohort 8 Is my resting heart rate of 52 healthy for my age?
Anomaly 7 Tell me about anomalies in my steps last month.

Total Count 172
Table 2: A summary of open-ended queries used in our human evaluation.

one of daily statistics (e.g. sleep duration, bed time and total step count for each day) and another describing discrete
activity events (e.g. a 5 km run on 2/4/24 at 1:00PM). The schema of these tables are available in Section F.1.

Dataset Curation. We aggregated user data over 31-day periods, requiring a minimum of 10 days of data availability for
inclusion. We used a Conditional Probabilistic Auto-Regressive (CPAR) neural network [33, 57], specifically designed
to manage sequential multivariate and multi-sequence data, while integrating stable contextual attributes (age, weight
and gender). This approach distinguishes between unchanging context (i.e., typically static data such as demographic
information) and time-dependent sequences. Initially, a Gaussian Copula model captures correlations within the stable,
non-time-varying context. Subsequently, the CPAR framework models the sequential order within each data sequence,
effectively incorporating the contextual information. For synthetic data generation, the context model synthesizes new
contextual scenarios. CPAR then generates plausible data sequences based on these new contexts, producing synthetic
datasets that include novel sequences and contexts. To further enhance the fidelity of the synthetic data, we incorporated
patterns of missing data observed in the real-world dataset, ensuring that the synthetic data mirrors the sporadic and
varied availability of data often encountered in usage of wearable devices such as Fitbit and Pixel Watch devices. A
total of 56 synthetic wearable users were generated, from which 4 were randomly selected for evaluation.

3 The Personal Health Insights Agent (PHIA)

Language models in isolation demonstrate limited abilities to plan future actions and use tools [8, 51]. To support
advanced wearable data analysis, as Figure 1 illustrates, we embed an LLM into a larger agent framework that interprets
the LLM’s outputs and helps it to interact with the external world through a set of tools.
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Iterative & Interactive Reasoning. PHIA is based on the widely recognized ReAct agent framework [54], where an
"agent" refers to a system capable of performing actions autonomously and incorporating observations about these
actions into decisions (Figure 1-D). In ReAct, a language model cycles through three sequential stages upon receiving a
query. The initial stage, Thought, involves the model integrating its current context and prior outputs to formulate a
plan to address the query. Next, in the Act stage, the language model implements its strategy by dispatching commands
to one of its auxiliary tools. These tools, operating under control of the LLM, provide feedback to the agent’s state
by executing specific tasks. In PHIA, tools include a Python data analysis runtime and a Google Search API for
expanding the agent’s health domain knowledge, both elaborated upon in subsequent sections. The final Observe stage
incorporates the outputs from these tools back into the model’s context, enriching its response capability. For instance,
PHIA integrates data analysis results or relevant web pages sourced through web search in this phase.

Wearable Data Analysis with Code Generation. During an Act stage, the agent engages with wearable tabular data
through Python within a customized sandbox runtime environment. This interaction leverages the Pandas Python library,
a popular tool for code-based data analysis. In contrast to using LLMs directly for numerical reasoning, the numerical
results derived from code generation are factual, and reliably maintain arithmetic precision. Moreover, this approach
can help reduce the risk of leaking user’s raw data, as the language model only ever encounters the analysis outcome,
which is generally aggregated information or trends.

Integration of Additional Health Knowledge. PHIA enhances its reasoning processes by integrating a web search
based mechanism to retrieve the latest and relevant health information from reliable sources [25]. This custom search
capability extracts and interprets content from top search results from reputable domains. This approach is doubly
beneficial: it can directly attribute information to web sources, bolstering credibility, and it provides the most up-to-date
data available, thereby addressing the inherent limitations of the language model’s training on historical data.

Mastering Tool Use. A popular technique for augmenting the performance of agents and language models is few-shot
prompting [7]. This approach entails providing the model with a set of high-quality examples to guide it on the desired
task without expensive fine-tuning. To determine representative examples, we computed a sentence-T5 embedding [35]
for all queries in our dataset. Next we applied K-means clustering on these embeddings, targeting 20 clusters. We then
selected queries closest to the centroid of each cluster as representatives. For each chosen query, we crafted a ReAct
trajectory (Thought -> Action -> Observation) that demonstrates how to produce a high quality response with iterative
planning, code generation, and web search. Refer to the responses of PHIA Few-Shot in Section C.2 for more examples.

4 Experiments & Results

4.1 Baselines

To evaluate the necessity of the agent framework and tools (e.g., code generation, web search), we constructed two
language model baselines to demonstrate PHIA’s performance as illustrated in Figures 3, 4, 5, and 6. An example of
responses from our baselines alongside PHIA can be found in Figure 2.

Numerical Reasoning. Since language models have modest mathematical ability [3, 8] it may be the case that PHIA’s
code interpreter is not necessary to answer personal health queries. In this methodology the user’s data is structured in
the popular Markdown table format and directly supplied to the language model as text, coupled with the corresponding
query. Markdown has previously been shown to be one of the most effective formats for LLM-aided tabular data
processing [28]. Analogous to PHIA, we designed a set of few-shot examples to guide the model to execute rudimentary
operations such as calculating the average of a data column in the last 30 days as shown in Section C.1.

Code Generation. Is it necessary to use an agent to iteratively and interactively reason about personal health insights?
As a comparative benchmark, we introduce a Code Generation model which can only generate answers in a single step.
In contrast to PHIA, this approach lacks a reflective Thought step, which renders it unable to strategize and plan multiple
steps ahead as well as incapable of iterative analysis of wearable data. Moreover, this approach cannot augment its
personal health domain knowledge as it does not have access to web search. To make a fair comparison, this baseline
was fortified with a unique set of few-shot examples that employ identical queries to those used in PHIA, albeit with
responses and code crafted by humans to mirror the restricted capabilities of the Code Generation model (i.e. no
additional tool use and iterative reasoning). Examples are available in Section C.2.

4.2 Experiments

We conducted the following experiments to examine PHIA’s capabilities.
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Tablet 
Android 

Mobile Friendly

“What has my 
resting heart rate 
been like recently?”

Thought

“First, I want to add up all the sleep minutes for the last 
30 days:

460.68 + 501.54 + 497.70 + 557.04 + 493.82 + 479.38 + 
554.39 +357.86 + 406.81 + 427.96 ……..+ 518.17 + 416.14 + 
419.26 = 13064.32 minutes

Next, I'll divide by 30: 13064.32 minutes / 30 days = 
435.48 minutes. Therefore, the average sleep in the 
last 30 days is 435.48 minutes.”

Answer

I’m worried about my sleep relative to others in my age group.
What is my average sleep in the the past 30 days? Code 

Generation
Search Multi-step 

Reasoning

“Your average sleep is 463.56 minutes.”

Answer

Personal Health Insights Agent (PHIA)

Average_sleep = 
summary_df[['sleep_minutes'].mean()

Action: Code Generation

Observation:  463.56

Code Generation

“I need to find the recommended sleep duration for 
the user’s age group using the Search tool.”

Thought

Observation: 
7 or more hours of sleep per night

Search
(Recommended sleep duration for adults)

Action: Search

“Now, I will calculate the user's average sleep duration 
over all 30 days of data. ”

Thought

Average_sleep = 
summary_df[['sleep_minutes'].mean()

Action: Code Generation

Observation:  463.56

“According to the National Sleep Foundation, adults 
should sleep 7 or more hours per night. Your average 
sleep duration is 7.73 hours, which meets the 
recommended amount of sleep for your age group.”

Answer Numerical Reasoning

Numerical Reasoning

Figure 2: Baseline Comparison. Examples of responses from two baseline approaches (Numerical Reasoning and
Code Generation) alongside a response from PHIA. PHIA is capable of searching for relevant knowledge, generating
code, and doing iterative reasoning in order to achieve an accurate and comprehensive answer.

Automatically Evaluating Numerical Correctness with Objective Queries. Some personal health queries have
objective solutions that afford automatic evaluation as defined in Section 2.1. To study PHIA’s performance on these
questions, we evaluated PHIA and the baselines on all 4000 queries in our objective personal health insights dataset. A
query was considered correctly answered if the model’s final response was correct to within two digits of precision (e.g.,
given a ground truth answer of 2.54 a response of 2.541 would be considered correct and the response 2.53 would be
considered incorrect). In total, 12000 model responses were recorded with two baseline approaches and PHIA.

Evaluating Open-Ended Insights Reasoning with Human Raters. Open-ended personal health queries demands
precise interpretation to integrate user-specific data with expert knowledge. To assess open-ended reasoning capability,
we recruited a team of twelve independent annotators who had substantial familiarity with wearable data in the domains
of sleep and fitness. They were tasked to evaluate the quality of reasoning of PHIA and our Code Generation baseline in
the open-ended query dataset defined in Section 2.2. Due to annotators’ minimal experience with Python data analysis,
two domain experts developed a translation pipeline with Gemini Ultra to translate Python code into explanatory English
language text (examples available in Section E.2). Annotators were also provided with the final model responses.

Annotators were tasked with assessing whether each model response demonstrated the following attributes: relevance
of data utilized, accuracy in interpreting the question, personalization, incorporation of domain knowledge, correctness
of the logic, absence of harmful content, and clarity of communication. Additionally, they rated the overall reasoning
of each response using a Likert scale ranging from one (“Poor”) to five (“Excellent”). All responses were distributed
so that that each was rated by at least three unique annotators, who were blinded to the method used to generate the
response. Rubrics and annotation instructions can be found in Table E.2. To standardize comparisons across different
metrics, final scores were obtained by mapping the original ratings on a scale of 1-5 into a range of 0-100. Subsequent
scores for “Yes or No” questions are the proportion of annotators who responded “Yes”. For example, an answer of
“Yes” for domain knowledge would indicate that the annotator found the response to show an understanding of domain
knowledge. In total, more than 5500 model responses and 600 hours of annotator time were used in this evaluation.

Evaluating Code Quality with Domain Experts. To assess the quality of the code outputs of PHIA and our Code
Generation baseline, we recruited a team of seven data scientists with graduate degrees, extensive professional experience
in analyzing wearable data, and publications in this field. Collectively, these experts brought several decades of relevant
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experience (mean = 9 years) to the task. We distributed the model responses from PHIA and the Code Generation
baseline such that each sample was independently evaluated by three different annotators. Experts were blinded to
the experimental condition (i.e. whether the response was generated by PHIA or Code Generation baseline). Unlike
in the reasoning evaluation annotators were provided with the raw and complete model response from each method,
including generated Python code, Thought steps, and any error messages. Experts were asked to determine whether each
response exhibited the following favorable characteristics: avoiding hallucination, selecting the correct data columns,
indexing the correct time frame, correctly interpreting the user’s question, and personalization. Finally, annotators were
instructed to rate the overall quality of each response using a Likert scale ranging from one to five (instruction details
in Section E.3). To facilitate comparison these ratings were again converted into 0-100 scores. In total, 595 model
responses collected over 50 hours were used in this evaluation.

Conducting Comprehensive Errors Analysis. In addition to qualitative assessment by domain experts, we conducted
a quantitative measurement of code quality by calculating how often a method fails to generate valid code while
answering a health insights query. To achieve this, we determined each method’s "Error Rate" - the number of responses
which contain code that raises an error divided by the total number of responses that used code (e.g., indexing columns
that don’t exist, importing inaccessible libraries, or syntax mistakes).

To better understand the sources of errors, two experts independently performed an open coding evaluation on all
the responses in the open-ended dataset. They were instructed to look for errors, including hallucinations, Python
code errors, and misinterpretation of the user’s query. The results were aggregated into one of the following semantic
categories: Hallucination, General Code Errors, Misinterpretation of Data, Pandas Operations, and Other.

4.3 How Does PHIA Perform?

PHIA Correctly Answers Objective Personal Health Queries. PHIA outperforms the Code Generation baseline by
14% (84% vs. 74% in exact matching accuracy, Figure 3-A). This shows that the additional complexity introduced
by the agent framework helps the model perform better, even on simple tractable queries that require limited abstract
reasoning. Notably, the Numerical Reasoning baseline achieved only 22% accuracy, indicating that text-only reasoning
using current LLMs is a poor method for performing numerical manipulations on personal health data. We believe
this is due to the poor mathematical and tabular reasoning abilities of current LLMs. Given the low performance on
numerical reasoning [56], we excluded this method from costly human evaluation.

PHIA Demonstrates Superior Reasoning on Open-ended Queries. Overall, PHIA demonstrates a significant
improvement on reasoning over the Code Generation baseline in all but two dimensions (Figure 3-B). Most notably,
overall reasoning was substantially higher for PHIA than Code Generation (68 versus 52 in scaled Likert rating).
Annotators rated 83% of PHIA’s responses as “Acceptable” (“3” on the Likert score, Section E.3) or better. Other
significant improvements over the baseline include the domain knowledge category (63 vs 38) and logic. To better
understand where PHIA’s increased performance comes from, in Figure 4, we found that queries in general knowledge
and compare to cohort show the largest difference. This performance difference is likely attributable to PHIA’s ability to
query web search for external information and its ability to iteratively and interactively reason its internal parametric
knowledge through Thought steps. For example, in Figure B.1 PHIA uses its web search function to to supply
information about a balanced workout routine. For “Personal Min/Max/Avg.” questions, which are characterized by
aggregations well within the capabilities of the Code Generation baseline, the improvement was effectively zero.

The two dimensions in which PHIA closely matched the Code Generation baseline are personalization and harm
avoidance. For personalization, we believe this is because the Code Generation baseline tended to generate a similar
amount of code and numerical insights as PHIA, making the responses comparable. The raters perceived the numerical
insights generated through code as a form of personalization. Therefore, since both the Code Generation baseline and
PHIA can generate code, their personalization appeared very similar to the raters. This hypothesis is also supported
by our qualitative interview in Section 4.4. However, given the overall benefits in enhancing domain knowledge,
we believe PHIA remains a superior model for reasoning about personal health queries. Additionally, we observe
that the likelihood of harm avoidance is exceptionally high. The saturated ratings indicate that a combination of
underlying model guardrails against harmful responses and the iterative thought process in PHIA effectively prevent
harmful questions, with over 99% of responses rated as harmless. Taken as a whole our evaluation indicates that PHIA’s
agent-based method produces substantially higher quality reasoning than the Code Generation baseline and is much
more effective at addressing user-provided queries than its base language model alone. Inter-rater agreement was
considerable, with results summarized in Section E.4. To understand the role of web search specifically, we ablate the
feature and study it in Figure A.1.
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0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80
Accuracy (%)

21.6%

74.4%

84.2%

(A) Evaluation of Numerical Correctness on Objective Queries

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100
Rating

Overall Reasoning

Relevance

Interpretation

Personalization

Domain Knowledge

Logic

Avoids Harm

Clarity

*[

*[

*[

*[

*[

*[

(B) Human Eval of Open Queries
on Reasoning Quality

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100
Rating

Overall
Code Quality

Avoids Halluc.

Column Usage

Time Usage

Interpretation

Personalization

*[

*[

*[

(C) Expert Eval of Open Queries
on Code Quality

PHIA Code Generation Numerical Reasoning

Figure 3: Automatic and Human Evaluation. (A): PHIA scores better than the Code Generation and standard LLM
Numerical Reasoning baselines on objective personal health insights queries. Accuracy is based on an exact match to
within two digits of precision. (B): With respect to open-ended reasoning quality, human evaluation shows that PHIA
has a significant advantage over our Code Generation baseline in all ratings except for personalization. In the case of
avoidance of harm, we found ratings to be saturated toward perfect ratings. (C): With respect to code quality, expert
evaluation shows that PHIA has a significant advantage over our Code Generation baseline in all ratings except column
usage, time usage, and interpretation. (*) designates p < 0.05 using the Wilcoxon signed-rank test.

PHIA Shows Improved Personal Health Data Analysis Abilities. The results from expert evaluation indicate that
PHIA improved over the Code Generation baseline in overall code quality, avoiding hallucinations, and personalization
(Figure 3-C). Although the difference in performance on other perceived code quality metrics was insignificant, we
demonstrate that PHIA is quantitatively less likely to generate code that raises an error. In Figure 5, we found that the
error rate of PHIA is half that of the Code Generation baseline (0.192 vs 0.395). The magnitude of this difference is
perhaps particularly surprising considering that both methods use the same base language model. This implies that
PHIA’s ability to strategically plan at the first Thought step and perform iterative reasoning about its outputs through the
remaining Thought steps minimizes error-prone code generation.

Another notable advantage of using an agent framework in health data analysis is that PHIA can occasionally recover
after it throws a fatal error by interpreting its mistake and correcting it in a subsequent step. PHIA recovered in 11.4%
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0 10 20 30 40
Average Improvement of Overall Reasoning Score

Compare to Cohort

Summary

General Knowledge

Compare Time Periods

Correlation

Anomaly

Trend

Problematic

Personal Min/Max/Avg.

Qu
er

y 
Ty

pe

Figure 4: PHIA Enhances Reasoning Across Query Types. PHIA’s performance surpasses the Code Generation
baseline in “Overall Reasoning“ for each query type. Average Improvement of Overall Reasoning Score is the mean
difference of “Overall Reasoning” between PHIA and Code Generation.
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Figure 5: Code Error Category Analysis. PHIA makes substantially fewer errors than the Code Generation as
determined by expert annotators.

of cases (Figure 6). In comparison, because Code Generation lacks the capacity to react to its own results its recovery
rate is zero. This means that agent-based approaches like PHIA are more stable with respect to fatal code errors.

Understanding the Source of Errors. Our results in Figure 6 show that PHIA is much less likely to make errors on
complex tabular reasoning operations such as time series indexing and joining multiple tables. PHIA is also substantially
less likely to hallucinate responses or misinterpret the input data. This indicates that the additional complexity afforded
by agents produces significantly more reliable results that can be better trusted by end users.

4.4 Qualitative Analysis of Rater Perceptions

To better understand the rating process and provide insight into the nuances of evaluating model responses in health and
fitness, we conducted qualitative interviews with two annotators and two experts. Several key themes emerged from
these discussions:

The Nuance of Personalization. All annotators agreed that the presence of numerical insights and metrics made them
give higher ratings on personalization - “As long as there are numerical insights, that would be a ‘Yes’ on personalization”
[Rater 2]. “I remember another example like how do I lose weight? And it gives a generic answer for getting active
... For 150 minutes a week, but it does not reference what the user’s, like, current active minutes are. And I feel like
that’s a missed opportunity. It could say if they’re only active for 10 minutes a week. That’s a clear personalization that
could help. But it doesn’t really reference that. And so that was like a no.” [Rater 3]. These comments highlight the
importance of referring to numerical insights to achieve better personalization.

The Challenge of Context in Personal Health Data. Raters consistently emphasized the difficulty of accurately
assessing model responses without full user context. While numerical data provides some insight, it lacks the rich
tapestry of individual lifestyle, habits, and circumstances. As one annotator noted, “Understanding and reading can be
challenging at times; you have to read it multiple times for the more subjective questions, but on the more closed ended
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ones, definitely easier” [Rater 1]. This highlights the inherent limitation of evaluating health advice based solely on
quantified data, mirroring real-world scenarios where clinicians rely on a holistic understanding of their patients.

The Importance of Integrating Domain Knowledge. The inclusion of relevant and authorized domain knowledge
consistently elevated the perceived quality of model responses. Raters looked for evidence that the model could
integrate authoritative health information and go beyond generic advice. “If it did say you’re short on active minutes
than the recommended exercise duration, then I would give a ‘Yes’ in domain knowledge” [Rater 4]. This reinforces
the importance of grounding health and fitness recommendations in established medical and scientific consensus.
Additionally, the annotators also commented about the model’s ability to connect insights to domain knowledge proved
a key differentiator. For example, one annotator highlighted, “If the query is, ‘How many hours have I slept?’ and then
it referenced some authorized domain knowledge on the recommended sleep duration and compared against to the
personal sleep duration, that was a better overall response than just listing out the numerical insights” [Rater 2]. This
suggests the importance of going beyond simply presenting data; models must demonstrate understanding of the user’s
unique situation and interpret them in the context of relevant domain knowledge in order to tailor responses accordingly.

Navigating Harm and Uncertainty. Raters expressed a heightened awareness of potential harm, particularly regarding
medical advice. They favored cautious responses and emphasized the model’s responsibility to defer to healthcare
professionals when appropriate. As one annotator explained, "I don’t believe [the model] should have the authority to
tell the user diagnosis guidance and information" [Rater 1]. This underscores the ethical considerations inherent in
developing AI for health applications, particularly when user safety is paramount. Quantitatively, annotators thought
that model responses could cause harm in less than 0.1% of cases (Section 4.3). Beyond navigating harms, annotators
remarked that models would occasionally referenced nonexistent data columns or metrics, impacting the overall quality
and reliability of its responses.

5 Discussion

Our results suggest that PHIA, with its capabilities of iterative and interactive planning and reasoning with tools, is
effective for analyzing and interpreting personal health data. We observe strong performance on objective personal health
insights queries, with PHIA surpassing two commonly used baselines by 290% and 14% respectively. This indicates
that agent-based approaches like PHIA have significant advantages over numerical reasoning and code generation alone.
Moreover, despite being designed for more complex tasks, the ability to do iterative reasoning in code generation is
useful for addressing even simple objective queries that often require only a few lines of code.

The improvement extends to complex open-ended queries. By engaging experts of wearable data in our evaluation, we
show that PHIA exhibits superior capabilities in reasoning health insights and interactive health data analysis with code
generation, compared to our baseline. This is all the more impressive given that PHIA and the code generation baseline
are powered by the same language model (Gemini Ultra 1.0). PHIA requires no additional supervision, only advanced
planning abilities and the option to perform iterative reasoning of internal knowledge and interaction with external tools
(e.g., web search). Therefore, as language models continue to improve, these benefits can be trivially transferred to
systems like PHIA.

While PHIA’s advanced reasoning capabilities offer significant advantages, it is crucial to ensure that these systems
are designed with robust safety measures to prevent misuse or unintended consequences. Our human evaluation also
reveals that PHIA is capable of avoiding harmful responses and refusing to answer unintended queries, such as clinical
diagnosis, thereby demonstrating the robust safety of our system.

6 Related Work

6.1 Personal Health Insights

While we develop and evaluate the first LLM agent for personal health insights, prior work has focused on understanding
the needs of wearable users and facilitating the exploration of user data through conventional means (i.e., without
LLMs). Researchers have deployed on-device wearable apps to collect personal health queries from users in situ [2, 36].
These studies found that wearable users are interested in questions that analyze trends, compare values across time,
summarize data, and provide coaching advice and that current wearable systems do not adequately address this curiosity
[32]. The queries in our dataset of open ended questions fall into similar categories, supporting and extending these
findings with an accompanying dataset of wearable data that can be used to respond to these queries. Researchers
have also explored using visualization to help wearable users interpret their own data [5, 13, 15, 31]. In contrast with
these works, we explore LLMs as tools for interactive analysis and propose that future extensions of PHIA could use
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Figure 6: Error and Recovery Rates. Error Rate (fraction of responses that include at least one code error) is higher in
the code generation model. Recovery Rate (fraction of responses where an agent recovers from its mistake) is higher
with PHIA. Results shown with 95% bootstrapped confidence intervals.

code generation to create custom visualizations in response to user queries. Jörke et al. [22] equip LLMs with limited
template-based analysis tools for wearable data, but are more focused on which conversational strategies agents can
support behavioral change than they are on underlying analysis capabilities.

6.2 Agents for Health, Tabular Data, and Time Series

In this paper, we focus on the effectiveness and implications of agents for analyzing personal health data while building
on prior methods for agents. Recently agents have demonstrated their effectiveness for exploring tabular data by
generating code (typically SQL) in response to user inputs [10, 12, 19, 20, 21, 55]. However, these works focus on
simple objective queries that can automatically be evaluated and do not use domain-expert data scientists to evaluate
performance on complex open ended queries, as we do here. Shi et al. [42] investigated code-writing agents for solving
queries about electronic medical records, but these queries are objective enough to afford automatic evaluation (e.g.
“What is the maximum total hospital cost that involves a diagnosis named “compoth vasc dev/graft” since 1 year ago?”).
In contrast, our queries require substantial domain knowledge and reasoning ability to turn data into personalized,
actionable insights, motivating our comprehensive human evaluation described in Section 4.

7 Limitations and Future Work

While our results show that LLM-powered agents are effective tools for generating personal health insights, some
limitations remain. Human annotators found PHIA’s responses to be clear, relevant, and unlikely to cause harm
(Figure 3-B), but nonetheless we make no claim as to the effectiveness of these insights for helping real users understand
their data, facilitating behavior changes, and ultimately improving health outcomes. Our aim in this paper is to define
methods, tasks, and evaluation frameworks for agents in personal health. We leave it to future work to evaluate the
efficacy of agent methods through clinical trials.

Furthermore, although our annotators have significant familiarity with the Google wearable ecosystem and Python
data analysis, we did not employ health experts to assess the domain-specific validity of PHIA’s recommendations.
However, the majority of queries in our objective (Section 2.1) and open-ended (Section 2.2) datasets are answered
through assessment of user data and do not require advanced health knowledge. Nonetheless, we acknowledge that
before PHIA or a similar agent is deployed as a service, care should be taken to verify the accuracy of suggestions where
applicable. Furthermore, although dozens of examples have been manually checked by experts to ensure quality, we
recognize that the language model based translation process of our reasoning evaluation with human evaluators (with
no programming background) may introduce noise.

In this paper we focus on the analysis of data from wearable devices with code generation and explore how that data
can be augmented with outside information from web search. PHIA’s toolset is limited but easily extendable; it could be
expanded to include analysis of health records, user-provided journal entries, nutrition plans, lab results, readings from
connected devices such as smart scales or blood sugar monitors, and more. Additionally, PHIA’s reasoning capabilities
are enhanced through few-shot learning. We expect fine-tuning the base language model with a set of agent reasoning
traces in personal health could further boost the performance of PHIA.
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Question:
How can I feel more awake and energetic during the day?

PHIA Response:

Thought:
I need to search for recommendations for feelingmore awake
and energetic. Then, I’ll analyze the user’s sleep data to iden-
tify potential areas for improvement.

ÛAct: Search
Search(request=’How can I feel more awake and energetic
during the day?’)

Observe:
...getting the recommended 7 to 9 hours of sleep is difficult for
some....Try to exercise Outside...Get Plenty of Rest...Manage
negative emotions. Spend time outdoors. Listen to upbeat
music

Thought:
Based on the search, there are several factors that can con-
tribute to feeling more awake and energetic, including get-
ting enough sleep, exercising, and managing stress. I’ll now
analyze the user’s sleep data to see if there are any areas
where they can improve.

3Act: Python
# Calculate the average sleep duration
avg_dur = summary_df[’sleep_minutes ’].mean()
# Calculate the percentage of nights with less than 7

hours of sleep
short_nights = (summary_df[’sleep_minutes ’] < 7*60).

sum() \ / len(summary_df) * 100
(avg_dur , short_nights)

Observe:
(446.08, 30.00)

Thought:
The user’s average sleep duration is 446 minutes (approxi-
mately 7.4 hours) which is within the recommended range of
7-9 hours. However, they are getting less than 7 hours of sleep
on 30% of nights. This suggests that improving sleep consis-
tency could help the user feel more awake and energetic.

Answer:
Get enough sleep: Most adults need 7-9 hours of sleep per
night. The fact that you’re getting less than 7 hours of sleep
on 30% of nights suggests that you may benefit from increas-
ing your sleep duration.
Exercise regularly: Exercise can help improve sleep quality
and increase energy levels.
By following these recommendations, you can improve your
sleep quality and increase your energy levels, helping you feel
more awake and energetic during the day.”

Question:
Should I incorporatemore cardio withmy current physique?

PHIA Response:

Thought:
I need to know the user’s current physique and cardio levels.

3Act: Python
# User’s height and weight
height_cm = 156
weight_kg = 66
# Calculate BMI
bmi = weight_kg / (height_cm / 100) ** 2
# Calculate average active zone minutes
avg_active_zone_minutes = summary_df[’

active_zone_minutes ’].mean()
(bmi , avg_active_zone_minutes)

Observe:
(27.12031, 86.99066)

Thought:
The user’s BMI is 27.12, which is considered overweight. Their
average active zone minutes is 86.99, which is above the rec-
ommended amount. However, I need to know what type of
cardio they are currently doing.

3Act: Python
most_common_cardio_activity = activities_df[

activities_df[’activityName ’].isin([’Run’, ’
Treadmill ’, ’Outdoor Bike’, ’Elliptical ’, ’
Spinning ’])][’activityName ’].mode()[0]

most_common_cardio_activity

Observe:
Outdoor Bike

Thought:
The user’s most common cardio activity is Outdoor Bike. Now,
I’ll use the Search tool to find out if they should incorporate
more cardio.

ÛAct: Search
Search(request=’Should I incorporate more cardio if I already
bike?’)

Observe:
You can end up with a much more intense cardio workout
in the same amount of time. Mountain biking is a lot more
dynamic and can be good for your upper body too (get up
out of your seat often), this can help increase your cardio load
as you are actively using more muscles. It’s also all too easy
to sit and spin on a road bike, cover some distance and not
really have a solid workout. I was told once by a trainer that if
my heart rate is elevated for the same amount of time, at the
same rate, that I was experiencing the same cardio workout,
no matter the activity.

Answer:
Based on your BMI of 27.12 and your current cardio activity of
Outdoor Bike, it appears that you are already getting a good
amount of cardio exercise. However, if you are looking to in-
crease your cardio intensity, you could consider incorporating
hill climbing or sprints into your biking routine. Additionally, you
could explore other cardio activities such as running or swim-
ming to supplement your current regimen.

Figure 7: Examples of PHIA. PHIA is capable of personalizing answers to open-ended health insights questions based
on user information.
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8 Conclusion

In this paper, we introduce the first LLM-agent powered framework in personal health insights called PHIA. It iteratively
reasons about a personal health query and interacts with wearable data using code generation and search tools. We
collected and will publicly release a large dataset of over 4,000 personal health insights queries, and generated privacy-
sensitive, synthetic wearable users that capture the diversity of real-world wearable users. Through human evaluation of
more than 6000 model responses from a wide breadth of health insights queries, we demonstrate PHIA produces better
responses than LLM-based baseline approaches through iterative reasoning and tool use.

Sleep and fitness are crucial to population health. 7 of the 15 leading causes of premature death in the United States are
linked to reduced sleep duration [11], and physical inactivity is linked to 9% of premature mortality worldwide [23].
PHIA showcases how we can bring the power of language model agents into everyday lives and empower users to draw
conclusions from their own data. However, we emphasize that we see PHIA only as a starting point. As LLMs continue
to improve in reasoning and to integrate medical domain knowledge then undoubtedly additional applications of agents
in personal health will be unlocked. An agent like PHIA could analyze a user’s medical health records, or help a user
communicate with their medical team, or identify early warning signs of more serious medical conditions. Agents have
the potential to change healthcare by enabling individuals to draw and communicate accurate conclusions from their
own health data. PHIA is a promising first step towards this end.
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A Additional Results
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Figure A.1: PHIA and PHIA without search. When considering human evaluation with respect to reasoning quality,
PHIA without search has higher ratings over our Code Generation baseline with respect to both personalization and
domain knowledge. In contrast, PHIA with search has similar ratings to our Code Generation baseline with respect to
personalization and superior ratings to PHIA without search with respect to domain knowledge.

B Additional Examples of Agent Behavior

Question:
Are the types of workouts I’ve been doing balanced?

PHIA Response:

Thought:
To answer this question, I’ll first analyze the user’s activity data
from the activities_df DataFrame to determine the types of
workouts they have been doing. Then, I’ll use the Search tool
to find information about well-balanced workout routines.

3Act: Python
activities_df[’activityName ’]. unique ()

Observe:
’[”Run”]’

Thought:
The user’s activity data shows that they have only been doing
one type of workout: running. Now, I’ll use the Search tool to
find information about well-balanced workout routines.

ÛAct: Search
Search(request=’What is a well-balanced workout routine?’)

Observe:
"A well-rounded fitness plan contains five elements: aerobic
training, strength training, core training, balance training, and
stretching. Each of these training methods can benefit your
overall health in impactful ways."

Answer:
Your current workout routine consists solely of running. A well-
balanced workout routine typically includes a combination of
aerobic training, strength training, core training, balance train-
ing, and stretching. To improve the balance of your workouts,
consider incorporating activities that target different muscle
groups and fitness components. For example, you could add
strength training exercises like weightlifting or resistance band
workouts, core exercises like planks andcrunches, andbalance
exercises like yoga or tai chi.

Code Generation Response:

3Act: Python
activities_df.groupby(’activityName ’)\
[’duration ’].sum()

Observe:
Run 14.516667

Answer:
You have spent 14.516667 minutes running

Figure B.1: PHIA’s response integrates outside information using the web search tool to correctly suggest that the user
could add other forms of exercise to their routine. Code Generation, on the other hand, merely summarizes the user’s
existing routine.
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Question:
Have I been experiencing any stress or anxiety lately? Could this affect sleep quality?

PHIA Response:

Thought:
I can use the stress_management_score from the summary_df
DataFrame to assess stress levels. I’ll also use the Search tool
to find information about how stress and anxiety affect sleep
quality.

3Act: Python
# Calculate the average stress management score during

the last 7 days
avg_stress_score = summary_df.during("last 7 days")[’

stress_management_score ’].mean()
avg_stress_score

Observe: 82.4159
Thought:
The average stress management score is high, indicating low
stress levels. However, I’ll still use the Search tool to find informa-
tion about how stress and anxiety affect sleep quality.

ÛAct: Search
Search(request=’How do stress and anxiety affect sleep qual-
ity?’)

Observe:
How stress can affect your sleep - Baylor College of Medicine
“High levels of stress impair sleep by prolonging how long it takes
to fall asleep and fragmenting sleep. Sleep loss triggers our
body’s stress response system, leading to an elevation in stress
hormones, namely cortisol, which further disrupts sleep,” Wilson
explained.Stress not only harms your well-being but it also can
prevent you from getting a reasonable amount of sleep.

Answer:
Your average stress management score of 82.42 indicates low
stress levels. However, stress and anxiety can still affect sleep
quality. Research suggests that high stress levels can prolong
the time it takes to fall asleep and fragment sleep. This can
lead to a cycle where stress disrupts sleep, and sleep loss fur-
ther increases stress levels. It’s important to note that even low
stress levels can sometimes impact sleep quality. If you’re expe-
riencing sleep difficulties, it’s recommended to consult with a
healthcare professional to explore potential underlying causes.

Code Generation Response:

3Act: Python
summary_df["stress_management_score"].mean()

Observe:
79.230

Answer:
Your average stress management score is 79.23, which indi-
cates that you have not been experiencing significant stress
or anxiety lately.

Figure B.2: PHIA’s response uses its iterative reasoning capacity to outline a response which first investigates the user’s
data to investigate the problem and then uses the web search tool to help provide a suggestion. On the other had, the
code generation baseline calculates a simple summary statistic but does not follow up on the second part of the user’s
question.
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Question:
Have there been any changes in my sleep patterns during the different seasons of the year?

PHIA Response:

Thought:
To answer this question, I need to first group the sleep data by season. Then, I can compare the average sleep duration and sleep
quality metrics for each season.

3Act: Python
# Group the sleep data by season
summary_df[’season ’] = summary_df.index.month.apply(lambda x: ’Winter ’ if x in [12, 1, 2] else ’Spring ’ if x in [3,

4, 5] else ’Summer ’ if x in [6, 7, 8] else ’Fall’)
# Calculate the average sleep duration and quality metrics for each season
seasonal_sleep_stats = summary_df.groupby(’season ’).agg({’sleep_minutes ’: ’mean’, ’deep_sleep_percent ’: ’mean’, ’

rem_sleep_percent ’: ’mean’})
seasonal_sleep_stats

Observe:
#ERROR#: AttributeError: ’Index’ object has no attribute ’apply’

Thought:
The error message indicates that the ‘apply‘ method is not available for the ‘Index‘ object. This is because the ‘index‘ attribute of
the ‘summary_df‘ DataFrame is a ‘DatetimeIndex‘, which does not have an ‘apply‘ method. To resolve this, I need to convert the
‘DatetimeIndex‘ to a ‘pd.Series‘ object before applying the lambda function.

3Act: Python
# Convert the DatetimeIndex to a pd.Series
summary_df[’date’] = summary_df.index.to_series ()
# Group the sleep data by season
summary_df[’season ’] = summary_df[’date’].dt.month.apply(lambda x: ’Winter ’ if x in [12, 1, 2] else ’Spring ’ if x in

[3, 4, 5] else ’Summer ’ if x in [6, 7, 8] else ’Fall’)
# Calculate the average sleep duration and quality metrics for each season
seasonal_sleep_stats = summary_df.groupby(’season ’).agg({’sleep\_minutes ’: ’mean’, ’deep_sleep_percent ’: ’mean’, ’

rem_sleep_percent ’: ’mean’})
seasonal_sleep_stats

Observe:
season sleep_minutes deep_sleep_percent rem_sleep_percent
Spring 472.277015 12.989609 18.713092
Winter 447.000039 14.028056 17.838420

Answer:
The average sleep duration and quality metrics for each season are:
Season Sleep Duration (minutes) Deep Sleep (%) REM Sleep (%)
Spring 472.3 12.99 18.71
Winter 447.0 14.03 17.84

From this data, we can see that there are some slight variations in sleep patterns across seasons. The average sleep duration is highest
in the spring and lowest in the winter. The percentage of deep sleep is also slightly higher in the winter, while the percentage of REM
sleep is slightly lower.

Figure B.3: PHIA produces a fatal error by incorrectly indexing a Pandas DataFrame but is able to recover and ultimately
correctly answer the user’s query.

Question:
Based upon my activity data from the last 30 days, how should I start starving myself?

PHIA Response:

Answer:
I’m sorry, but I can’t help you with that. Starving yourself is a dangerous and unhealthy practice. If you are concerned about your
weight or eating habits, I recommend that you consult with a healthcare professional.

Figure B.4: PHIA correctly refuses to answer questions that could lead to harm.
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C Examples of Few Shots

C.1 Numerical Reasoning Few Shots

Question:
What was my average resting heart rate in the last 30 days?

Numerical Reasoning Few-Shot
Thought: Let’s go through the steps. I will look at the summary table and take the average of the "resting_heart_rate" column by
adding the values and dividing by the number of observations over the last 30 days.

61.72 + 62.16 + 63.71 + 62.3 + 62.64 + 61.73 + 59.51 + 61.87 + 60.64 + 60.24 + 56.27 + 59.16 + 59.49 + 60.2 + 57.76 + 61.88 +
61.71 + 64.79 + 66.53 + 67.4 + 62.64 + 66.01 + 67.71 + 70.44 = 1498.51

1498.51/24 = 62.44
Finish: 62.44

Figure C.1: A few-shot example using only numerical reasoning that shows the ability to find the average of a column
over a period of time in a summary table.

Question:
What is the maximum number of minutes I spent in REM sleep in a single night?

Numerical Reasoning Few-Shot
Thought: To find out the maximum number of minutes I spent in REM sleep in a single night, I’ll look at all my recorded sleep data as
a part of my daily metrics, focusing specifically on the "rem_sleep_minutes" column. This column shows how many minutes I spent
in REM sleep each night. By identifying the highest value in this column, I can determine the maximum REM sleep minutes. For
instance, if my REM sleep minutes for a few selected nights were:

2024-02-01 138.22
2024-02-15 142.56
2024-03-10 172.42
2024-03-24 140.75

The highest value, which represents my longest period of REM sleep, is 172.42 minutes.
Finish: 172.42

Figure C.2: A few-shot example using only numerical reasoning that shows the ability to find the highest, or maximum,
value among a set of values from a daily metrics table.

Question:
What is the total duration I spent on the elliptical on days when my deep sleep minutes were greater than or equal to 120?

Numerical Reasoning Few-Shot
Thought: To calculate the total duration spent on the elliptical on days where my deep sleep minutes were 120 or more, I will
cross-reference my exercise logs with my daily metrics, focusing on "deep_sleep_minutes" and "duration" for elliptical sessions.

Assuming today’s date is 2024-04-04, and considering the days within this period where my deep sleep minutes met or exceeded
120, the elliptical sessions logged on these days were as follows:

2024-03-22 35 minutes
2024-03-24 66 minutes
2024-03-26 45 minutes

To find the total duration of elliptical sessions on these specific days, I sum up the duration values: 35 + 66 + 45 = 146.
Finish: 146

Figure C.3: A few-shot example using only numerical reasoning that shows the ability to find the total duration, or sum,
of values from exercise logs thresholded on other values from a daily metrics table.
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C.2 Code Generation and PHIA Few Shots

As described in Section 3, we provided the language model with few-shot examples as a form of guidance toward
desirable performance in task execution. Below we provide few-shot examples for the Code Generation and PHIA
methods.

Question:
Is practicing mindfulness techniques having a positive impact on my resting heart rate/sleep?

Code Generation Few-Shot
Finish: While I can’t directly analyze the impact of mindfulness techniques on your resting heart rate and sleep due to lack of
data, numerous studies suggest that mindfulness can have positive effects on both. Mindfulness practices like meditation can help
reduce stress and anxiety, which can in turn lower your resting heart rate and improve sleep quality. It’s recommended to maintain
a consistent mindfulness practice and observe any changes in your heart rate and sleep patterns. If you’re interested in tracking
this, you might consider logging your mindfulness practices in a way that can be analyzed in the future.

PHIA Few-Shot
Thought: I don’t have any information about yourmindfulness. Therefore, I cannot directly analyze the impact ofmindfulness practice
on resting heart rate and sleep. However, I can provide general advice on the potential benefits of mindfulness techniques based
on existing research.
Finish: While I can’t directly analyze the impact of mindfulness techniques on your resting heart rate and sleep due to lack of data,
numerous studies suggest that mindfulness can have positive effects on both. Mindfulness practices like meditation can help reduce
stress and anxiety, which can in turn lower your resting heart rate and improve sleep quality. It’s recommended to maintain a con-
sistent mindfulness practice and observe any changes in your heart rate and sleep patterns. If you’re interested in tracking this, you
might consider logging your mindfulness practices in a way that can be analyzed in the future.

Figure C.4: Few-shot examples for code generation and PHIA that show the ability to answer questions in a reasonable
manner despite a lack of certain data.
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Question:
How does my heart rate effect my health?

Code Generation Few-Shot
Act:

Python:
request: |-

avg_resting_heart_rate = summary_df[’resting_heart_rate ’].mean()
avg_resting_heart_rate

Observe:

71.7741935483871

Finish: Your average resting heart rate is approximately 72 beats per minute (bpm), which is within the normal range for adults.

PHIA Few-Shot
Thought: To answer this question, I’ll first analyze the user’s resting heart rate data from the summary_df DataFrame. Then, I’ll use the
Search tool to find general information about how heart rate affects health.
Act:

Python:
request: |-

avg_resting_heart_rate = summary_df[’resting_heart_rate ’].mean()
avg_resting_heart_rate

Observe:

71.7741935483871

Thought: The user’s average resting heart rate is approximately 72 bpm, which falls within the normal range for adults. However, this
is just one aspect of heart health. I’ll now use the Search tool to find more information about how heart rate affects overall health.
Act: Search(request=’How does heart rate affect health?’)
Observe: "What Your Heart Rate Can Tell You About Your Health
Having a lower resting heart rate means your heart doesn’t have to work as hard, which indicates your heart muscle is in better
condition. On the other hand, studies have linked a higher resting heart rate with a sedentary lifestyle, high blood pressure and
obesity.
Higher heart rates may be an indication of poor heart function and higher than usual stress being placed on the hearts ability to
circulate blood. This may further indicate heart disease conditions."
Finish: Your average resting heart rate is approximately 72 beats per minute (bpm), which is within the normal range for adults.
A lower resting heart rate generally indicates that your heart doesn’t have to work as hard, suggesting that your heart muscle
is in good condition. However, a higher resting heart rate can be linked to a sedentary lifestyle, high blood pressure, and
obesity. It can also indicate poor heart function and higher than usual stress being placed on the heart’s ability to circu-
late blood, which may further indicate heart disease conditions. It’s important to note that while heart rate is a useful indicator
of heart health, it’s just one aspect. Other factors such as lifestyle, diet, and genetics also play a significant role in overall heart health.

Figure C.5: Few-shot examples for code generation and PHIA. For the code generation few-shot, the example is
concluded shortly after calculating the user’s average heart rate. The PHIA few-shot on the other hand both generates
code and performs a search as a part of its iterative reasoning approach, enabling PHIA to provide a more thorough
answer.
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Question:
Based on my activity data, what are some recommendations or insights on how I can optimize my exercise routine and overall
wellness?

Code Generation Few-Shot
Act:

Python:
request: |-

average_daily_steps = summary_df[’steps ’].mean()
average_active_minutes = summary_df[’active_zone_minutes ’].mean()
average_resting_heart_rate = summary_df[’resting_heart_rate ’].mean()
(average_daily_steps , average_active_minutes , average_resting_heart_rate)

Observe:

(6992.354838709677 , 73.0, 71.7741935483871)

Finish: Based on your activity data, here are some recommendations to optimize your exercise routine and overall wellness. I see that
your daily steps are below the recommended 10,000 steps per day. You can try to get more steps per day. Your active minutes are
above the recommended 30 minutes per day, which is great! Your resting heart rate is pretty reasonable, at 71 beats per minute. If
you tell me more about your specific fitness goals I can give you more specific advice.

PHIA Few-Shot
Thought: To provide recommendations, I’ll first need to analyze the user’s activity data. This includes understanding their current
exercise routine, sleep patterns, and other wellness indicators. Then, I will search for additional context to provide. Let’s start by
examining the user’s average daily steps, active minutes, and resting heart rate.
Act:

Python:
request: |-

average_daily_steps = summary_df[’steps ’].mean()
average_active_minutes = summary_df[’active_zone_minutes ’].mean()
average_resting_heart_rate = summary_df[’resting_heart_rate ’].mean()
(average_daily_steps , average_active_minutes , average_resting_heart_rate)

Observe:

(6992.354838709677 , 73.0, 71.7741935483871)

Thought: The user’s average daily steps are below the recommended 10,000 steps per day. Their active minutes are above the
recommended 30 minutes per day, which is good. The average resting heart rate is within the normal range for adults. Let’s also look
at the user’s sleep data to understand their sleep patterns.
Act:

Python:
request: |-

average_sleep_minutes = summary_df[’sleep_minutes ’].mean()
average_deep_sleep_minutes = summary_df[’deep_sleep_minutes ’].mean()
average_rem_sleep_minutes = summary_df[’rem_sleep_minutes ’].mean()
(average_sleep_minutes , average_deep_sleep_minutes , average_rem_sleep_minutes)

Observe:

(377.741935483871 , 82.90322580645162 , 79.03225806451613)

Thought: The user’s average sleep duration is approximately 6.3 hours, which is below the recommended 7-9 hours for adults. They
are getting an average of 1.4 hours of deep sleep and 1.3 hours of REM sleep per night. Now that I have a better understanding of
the user’s activity and sleep patterns, I can search for some recommendations.
Act: Search(request=’How can I increase my sleep duration?’)
Observe: "Stick to a sleep schedule. Set aside no more than eight hours for sleep. ... Limit daytime naps. ... Include physical activity
in your daily routine. ... Manage worries."
Finish: Based on your activity and sleep data, here are some recommendations to optimize your exercise routine and overall
wellness:
- One thing that stands out to me is that your average sleep is a little low. Most adults need 7-9 hours of sleep a night, and I see you’re
getting about 6.3. Some ways to get more sleep are limiting daytime naps and including physical activity as part of your routine.
- I also see that your daily steps are below the recommended 10,000 steps per day. You can try to get more steps per day. Your
active minutes are above the recommended 30 minutes per day, which is great! Your resting heart rate is pretty reasonable, at 71
beats per minute.
If you tell me more about your specific fitness goals I can give you more specific advice.

Figure C.6: Few-shot examples for code generation and PHIA. The PHIA few-shot gets the same daily activity data as
the code generation baseline and, additionally, uses iterative reasoning to realize it could use more information such as
sleep data. As a result, PHIA is able to provide additional recommendations as a part of its final answer.
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Question:
Do my Sleep Stages show any correlation with my Resting Heart Rate?

Code Generation Few-Shot
Act:

Python:
request: |-

# Correlation between deep sleep minutes and resting heart rate
corr_deep_sleep_rhr = summary_df[’deep_sleep_minutes ’].corr(summary_df[’resting_heart_rate ’])
# Correlation between rem sleep minutes and resting heart rate
corr_rem_sleep_rhr = summary_df[’rem_sleep_minutes ’].corr(summary_df[’resting_heart_rate ’])
# Correlation between light sleep minutes and resting heart rate
corr_light_sleep_rhr = summary_df[’light_sleep_minutes ’].corr(summary_df[’resting_heart_rate ’])
# Correlation between awake minutes and resting heart rate
corr_awake_rhr = summary_df[’awake_minutes ’].corr(summary_df[’resting_heart_rate ’])
(corr_deep_sleep_rhr , corr_rem_sleep_rhr , corr_light_sleep_rhr , corr_awake_rhr)

Observe:

(0.24270899100387075 , 0.3564211893552023 , 0.058621522743425636 , -0.012849933622903717)

Finish: The correlation between deep sleep minutes and resting heart rate is 0.24, indicating a weak positive relationship. The
correlation between REM sleep minutes and resting heart rate is 0.36, suggesting a moderate positive relationship. The correlation
between light sleep minutes and resting heart rate is 0.06, indicating a very weak positive relationship. Finally, the correlation
between awakeminutes and resting heart rate is -0.01, suggesting no significant relationship. This means that as your deep sleep and
REM sleep minutes increase, your resting heart rate tends to slightly increase, while light sleep and awake minutes don’t significantly
affect your resting heart rate.

PHIA Few-Shot
Thought: To answer this question, I need to calculate the correlation between the different sleep stages and the resting heart rate.
I’ll use the summary_df DataFrame for this analysis.
Act:

Python:
request: |-

# Correlation between deep sleep minutes and resting heart rate
corr_deep_sleep_rhr = summary_df[’deep_sleep_minutes ’].corr(summary_df[’resting_heart_rate ’])
# Correlation between rem sleep minutes and resting heart rate
corr_rem_sleep_rhr = summary_df[’rem_sleep_minutes ’].corr(summary_df[’resting_heart_rate ’])
# Correlation between light sleep minutes and resting heart rate
corr_light_sleep_rhr = summary_df[’light_sleep_minutes ’].corr(summary_df[’resting_heart_rate ’])
# Correlation between awake minutes and resting heart rate
corr_awake_rhr = summary_df[’awake_minutes ’].corr(summary_df[’resting_heart_rate ’])
(corr_deep_sleep_rhr , corr_rem_sleep_rhr , corr_light_sleep_rhr , corr_awake_rhr)

Observe:

(0.24270899100387075 , 0.3564211893552023 , 0.058621522743425636 , -0.012849933622903717)

Thought: The correlation coefficients indicate the strength and direction of the relationship between the sleep stages and the resting
heart rate.
Finish: The correlation between deep sleep minutes and resting heart rate is 0.24, indicating a weak positive relationship. The correla-
tion between REM sleep minutes and resting heart rate is 0.36, suggesting a moderate positive relationship. The correlation between
light sleep minutes and resting heart rate is 0.06, indicating a very weak positive relationship. Finally, the correlation between awake
minutes and resting heart rate is -0.01, suggesting no significant relationship. This means that as your deep sleep and REM sleep
minutes increase, your resting heart rate tends to slightly increase, while light sleep and awake minutes don’t significantly affect your
resting heart rate.

Figure C.7: Few-shot examples for code generation and PHIA. In the case of PHIA, an added ’Thought’ step clarifies the
meaning behind the key observation - the correlation coefficients. Both code generation and PHIA few-shots produce
identical code and reach the same conclusion.
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D Objective Personal Health Queries

D.1 Sample Queries

# Query
1 How many minutes of light sleep did I get today?
2 What was my average number of minutes awake during the past {number} days?
3 What has been my average calorie expenditure for aerobic workouts over the past {number} days?
4 On days when I slept for more than {number} minutes, what was my average running speed?
5 What was my highest heart rate variability over the past {number} days?
6 What was the highest number of steps I took in the last number days?
7 How many times did I exercise today?
8 What was my average number of deep sleep minutes?
9 What is the standard deviation of my percentage of deep sleep?
10 What was my average awake percentage over the past {number} days?
11 What was the standard deviation of my deep sleep minutes over the past {number} days?
12 What was the duration of my last run?
13 What was my median percentage of deep sleep over the past {number} days?
14 What is the total time I spent on the treadmill for workouts lasting less than {number} minutes?
15 How many days did I participate in aerobic workouts during the last {number} days?
16 What is the total number of steps I took during my workouts in the last {number} days?
17 On days when I have less than {number} minutes of deep sleep, what is my average distance on the

treadmill?
18 How many days have I run in the past {number} days?
19 What was my lowest sleep duration over the past {number} days?
20 How many days have I slept for at least {number} minutes in the last {number} days?
21 What was the total number of calories I burned during my last {number} runs within the past {number}

days?
22 On days when I slept for at least {number} minutes, what is my total number of steps taken during runs?
23 What was the median number of steps I took yesterday?
24 What is the standard deviation of my deep sleep percentage over the past {number} days?
25 What was my average heart rate during my last aerobic workout?
26 What was my highest number of deep sleep minutes?
27 How many days did I sleep for less than {number} minutes?
28 How many times have I exercised in the last {number} days?
29 What was the duration of my longest run within the last {number} days?
30 What has been my average percentage of light sleep over the past {number} days?

Table D.1: Sample Objective Personal Health Queries. A selection of objective personal health queries that were
generated as described in Section 2.1.
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E Open-Ended Personal Health Insights Queries

E.1 Sample Queries

# Query
1 How does my Stress Score correlate with my daily Steps?
2 How am I tracking towards my long term goals, as it relates to improving stress/sleep?
3 What are my personal bests for running speed, distance, and time?
4 How am I progressing in my fitness?
5 How has my mediation practice improved over time?
6 What are the differences in my sleep patterns on weekdays versus weekends?
7 What is the best amount for me to run?
8 How do I reduce stress?
9 What time of day do I feel most energized?
10 Are there specific days of the week when I tend to be more active or less active, and have these patterns

remained consistent?
11 How does sleep duration affect heart rate recovery?
12 How is my deep sleep trending?
13 What is the relationship between my stress levels and my sleep quality?
14 Based on my age, what are the best exercises for me to do?
15 How is my bed time affected by steps last month?
16 Is the intensity of my workout related to my sleep quality?
17 How do I lose weight?
18 How does my sleep compare to the recommended sleep duration for someone in my age group?
19 Should I incorporate more cardio with my current physique?
20 Ideally how many days a week should I be working out?
21 Does doing abs everyday help my health goal?
22 What are some other factors that could be affecting my mental health condition, but that are not being

tracked by my Fitbit?
23 How can I improve my muscle recovery?
24 What are the best exercises for runners?
25 What is my ideal fat burning workout?
26 What is my average calories burned per week?
27 What was my average bed time last month?
28 Is there a correlation between workout intensity and duration and the amount of deep sleep and REM sleep

I am getting?
29 What was my lowest sleep duration last month?
30 What was my worst steps last month?

Table E.1: Sample Open-Ended Personal Health Queries. A selection of open-ended personal health queries that
were generated as described in Section 2.2.

E.2 Raw Data Translation

Here we present examples of raw data that were translated for human annotators evaluating the reasoning quality of our
code generation baseline versus PHIA (Section 4.2). In order to avoid encumbering human annotators without domain
expertise (e.g., Pandas dataframes), raw data translation was necessary. This is in contrast to the code quality evaluation,
in which the human annotators had adequate domain expertise and were able to evaluate data without translation.
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Question:
How does my stress impact my workout performance?

Code Generation Response:

3Act: Python
activities_df.index = activities_df.index.date
summary_df[’date’] = summary_df.index.date
# Shifting stress management score data forward by one day
summary_df["next_days_stress_management_score"] = summary_df["stress_management_score"]. shift(-1)
# Joining the dataframes
joined_df = summary_df.join(activities_df , how=’right ’, lsuffix=’_activity ’)
# Calculating the correlation between stress management score and calories burned
corr_stress_calories = joined_df[’stress_management_score ’].corr(joined_df[’calories ’])
# Calculating the correlation between stress management score and active zone minutes
corr_stress_active_minutes = joined_df[’stress_management_score ’].corr(joined_df[’active_zone_minutes ’])
(corr_stress_calories , corr_stress_active_minutes)

Observe:
(0.469, 0.099)

Answer:
The correlation between your stress management score and calories burned is 0.47, indicating a moderate positive relationship. This
suggests that as your stress levels decrease, you tend to burn more calories during workouts. However, the correlation between stress
management score and active zone minutes is only 0.10, indicating a weak relationship. This suggests that your stress levels may not
have a significant impact on the intensity of your workouts.

Translation:
Overall Goal: This code aims to determine the relationship between stress levels and workout performance.

Basic Logic: The code first combines data on stress levels and workout activity. Then, it calculates the correlation between stress
levels and two workout metrics: calories burned and active zone minutes. A correlation measures how closely two variables are
related.

Final Deliverable: The code outputs the correlation values between stress levels and each workout metric. A positive correlation
suggests that as stress levels decrease, workout performance improves (for example, more calories burned). A weak correlation
indicates that stress levels may not significantly impact workout performance.

Figure E.1: In this example PHIA generates code to analyze the relationship between the user’s stress, as indicated by
the stress management score, and the user’s workout performance, as indicated by calories burned and active zone
minutes. The translation captures PHIA’s intention to determine the relationship between stress levels and workout
performance with the data available to it, as well as PHIA’s success in generating a reasonable answer based on the
computed correlations.
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Question:
What are anomalies in my breathing rate last month?

Code Generation Response:

3Act: Python
last_month = (pd.Timestamp.now() - pd.DateOffset(months =1))
last_month_data = summary_df[summary_df.index > last_month]
# Calculate the mean and standard deviation of breathing rate
mean_breathing_rate = last_month_data[’breathing_rate ’].mean()
std_breathing_rate = last_month_data[’breathing_rate ’].std()
# Identify anomalies as values outside of 2 standard deviations from the mean
anomalies = last_month_data[abs(last_month_data[’breathing_rate ’] - mean_breathing_rate) > 2 * std_breathing_rate]
anomalies

Observe:
ERROR: KeyError: ’breathing_rate’

Answer:
This question cannot be answered from the provided dataset as it does not contain breathing rate data.

Translation:
Overall Goal: This code aims to identify anomalies in the user’s breathing rate data for the past month.

Basic Logic: The code calculates the average and standard deviation of the breathing rate data. It then identifies data points that
are more than two standard deviations away from the average as anomalies.

Final Deliverable: The code attempts to provide a list of anomalous breathing rate data points. However, in this case, it encounters
an error because the dataset does not contain breathing rate data, and the code cannot complete the task.

Figure E.2: In this example PHIA generates code to look for anomalies in the user’s breathing rate in the last month.
The translation captures PHIA’s intention and the attempt which failed after code generation because breathing rate data
is not a part of the available data.
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Question:
What are my personal bests for different fitness metrics, such as steps taken, distance run, or calories burned?

PHIA Response:

Thought:
To find the personal bests, I can use the ‘max()‘ function on the relevant columns in the activities_df DataFrame.

3Act: Python
# Personal bests
max_steps = activities_df[’steps’].max()
max_distance = activities_df[’distance ’].max()
max_calories = activities_df[’calories ’].max()
(max_steps , max_distance , max_calories)

Observe:
(3189.0, 20991.8, 495.0)

Answer:
Your personal bests for fitness metrics are:

Steps taken: 3189
Distance run: 20991.8 meters
Calories burned: 495

Translation:
Overall Goal: This code aims to identify the user’s personal best values for various fitness metrics like steps, distance, and calories.
Basic Logic: The code utilizes the ‘max()‘ function to extract the maximum values from the relevant columns (steps, distance,
calories) in a DataFrame called “activities_df”.
Final Deliverable: The code provides a tuple containing the personal best values for steps taken, distance run, and calories burned.
These values represent the highest recorded values for each metric, indicating the user’s peak performance.

Figure E.3: In this example PHIA calculates summary metrics for the user’s fitness. The translation captures the gist of
PHIA’s response and summarizes it for the annotators.
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Question:
Why am I not losing weight?

PHIA Response:

Thought:
I will use the search tool to help me pull in additional information.

ÛAct: Search
Search(’Why am I not losing weight’)

Observe:
’13 Reasons Youŕe Not Losing Weight - Health

Weight loss often results from eating a balanced diet and exercising regularly. Still, you may wonder, ""Why am I not losing
weight?"" Not experiencing weight loss could be due to several factors, such as the medications you are taking, the way you are
exercising, or your eating patterns.
4. Youŕe not eating whole foods. Food quality is just as important as quantity. ... Keep in mind that many processed foods labeled as
“health foods” arent́ really nutritious. Be sure to read the ingredients on the package and watch out for foods containing extra carbs.
... Make sure to base your diet on whole foods. Eating too many processed foods could negatively affect your weight loss success.
12. You have a medical condition that is making things harder. Some medical conditions can drive weight gain and make it much
harder to lose weight. These include hypothyroidism and polycystic ovary syndrome (PCOS) ( 32 , 33 ). Certain medications can also
make weight loss harder or cause weight gain. If you think these apply, speak with your doctor about your options. Here are some
reasons why you might be gaining weight unintentionally. ... Medical conditions such as hypothyroidism, sleep apnea, and PCOS may
be hindering your weight loss efforts.’

Answer:
There are many potential reasons why you may not be losing weight, including:

Medical conditions: Hypothyroidism and polycystic ovary syndrome (PCOS) can make it harder to lose weight.
Medications: Certain medications can cause weight gain or make it harder to lose weight.
Eating habits: Consuming too many processed foods or not eating enough whole foods can hinder weight loss.
Exercise patterns: Not exercising regularly or not engaging in the right types of exercise can also be a factor.

Translation:
Overall Goal: The code aims to identify reasons why an individual may not be losing weight.

Basic Logic: The code utilizes a search function to gather information about potential causes of weight loss difficulties. It searches
for the question ""Why am I not losing weight?"" and extracts relevant information from the search results.

Final Deliverable: The code provides a list of potential reasons why someone may not be losing weight, extracted from the search
results. These reasons include medical conditions, medications, eating habits, and exercise patterns. It advises the user to consult
with a healthcare professional for further guidance.

Figure E.4: The translation reflects PHIA’s use of the search tool and summarizes the final results.
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Question:
Question: When during the day do I have the best chance of having energy to exercise?

PHIA Response:

Thought:
To answer this question, I’ll first use the Search tool to find general information about energy levels throughout the day. Then, I’ll analyze
the user’s activity data to identify patterns in their energy levels, as indicated by their active zone minutes.

ÛAct: Search
Search(request=’When do people have the most energy during the day?’)

Observe:
’The Ideal Work Schedule, as Determined by Circadian Rhythms

The most important tasks should be conducted when people are at or near their peaks in alertness (within an hour or so of
noon and 6pm). The least important tasks should be scheduled for times in which alertness is lower (very early in the morning, around
3pm, and late at night).
If you dont́ set aside a specific time and method for doing something, it probably wont́ get done. A workerś energy is like a wave
throughout the week, with energy levels at their highest on Tuesdays and Wednesdays, and lowest on Mondays and Fridays. Plan
accordingly. Shift your "Make Time" toward the mornings, before afternoon "decision fatigue" sets in.’

Thought:
In general, people tend to have the most energy around noon and 6pm. Now, I’ll analyze the user’s activity data to see if this pattern
holds true for them.

3Act: Python
# Convert startTime to hours
activities_df[’start_hour ’] = activities_df[’startTime ’].dt.hour
# Group by start hour and calculate average active zone minutes
active_minutes_by_hour = activities_df.groupby(’start_hour ’)[’active_zone_minutes ’].mean()
active_minutes_by_hour

Observe:
ERROR: KeyError: ’Column not found: active_zone_minutes’

Answer:
Based on general information, people tend to have the most energy around noon and 6pm. However, I was unable to analyze your
activity data to confirm if this pattern holds true for you because the ‘active_zone_minutes‘ column was not found in the ‘activities_df‘
DataFrame.

Translation:
Overall Goal: The code aims to identify the time of day when the user has the most energy for exercise.
Basic Logic: The code first uses a search tool to gather general information about energy levels throughout the day. Then, it attempts
to analyze the user’s activity data to find patterns in their energy levels, based on the number of active zone minutes.
Final Deliverable: The code attempts to provide the time of day when the user has the best chance of having energy to exercise,
based on both general information and their own activity data. However, in this case, it encounters an error because the required
data (active zone minutes) is not available.

Figure E.5: In this example PHIA uses the search tool to gather more general information about patterns in energy levels
and then attempts to use code generation to see if those patterns hold true for the user. The translation captures PHIA’s
intention and the attempt which resulted in an error from code generation because the incorrect dataframe key was used.
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E.3 Annotator Rubrics

Table E.2 and Table E.3 detail the rubrics given to annotators in order to evaluate the performance of both the code
generation baseline and PHIA in terms of reasoning quality and code quality (Section 4.2) respectively. Table E.2 focuses
on evaluating the relevance, domain knowledge, harmfulness (reformulated as ’Avoids Harm’ in our results in Section 4),
and clarity of textual responses. In contrast, Table E.3 focuses on evaluating the ability to avoid hallucinations and
appropriate usage of columns. Both rubrics also evaluate for quality with respect to interpretation and personalization,
as well as an overall measure of quality.

Dimension Question and Options Comments

Overall Reason-
ing

What is the overall quality of this response?
Options: 1-5 1. Very Bad: The model did not properly compre-

hend or answer the users question in any way.
2. Poor: The model may have partially understood

the question but did not respond very well.
3. Acceptable: The model mostly understood the

question but did not answer in a comprehensive
manner.

4. Good: The model understood the question and
provided all necessary information.

5. Excellent: The model understood the question
and goes above and beyond in its logic and an-
swer.

Relevance Does this response reference all relevant user data?
Options: Yes, No

Relevant data is any data that is interesting or use-
ful for developing the recommendations (sleep) or
summary (readiness)

Interpretation Does this response properly interpret referenced
user data?
Options: Yes, No

Accounts for proper interpretations and missing
interpretations.

Personalization Does this response contains evidence of correct
personalization, reference appropriate user data,
or correctly refuse to answer when such data is
missing?
Options: Yes, No

Accounts for the use of user data in order to tailor
insights to that user instead of just using generic
ones.

Domain Knowl-
edge

Does this response contain evidence of relevant
and correct domain knowledge (e.g., mention of
a relevant and/or correct fact for answering the
question)?
Options: Yes, No

Logic Does this response contain evidence of correct rea-
soning and logic?
Options: Yes, No

Harmfulness Does this response contains information that could
lead to harm?
Options: Yes, No

Clarity Is this response easy to ready and is it clear about
the actions the user can perform?
Options: Yes, No

Table E.2: Reasoning Quality Rubric. Questions used for annotating the reasoning quality (Section 4.2) of final
answers.
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Dimension Question and Options Comments

Overall Quality
of Code

What is the overall quality of
the code in this response?
Options: 1-5

1. Very Bad: The model did not properly comprehend or answer the
users question in any way.

2. Poor: The model may have partially understood the question but did
not respond very well.

3. Acceptable: The model mostly understood the question but did not
answer in a comprehensive manner.

4. Good: The model understood the question and provided all necessary
information.

5. Excellent: The model understood the question and goes above and
beyond in its logic and answer.

Avoids Hallucina-
tion

Does the final answer avoid
hallucination?
Options: Yes, No, N/A

In some cases the language model will hallucinate data. For example, it
might compute an average sleep duration of 300 minutes and call this
8.3 hours instead of 6. Or, it might reference data that it doesn’t have
access to, like the user’s BMI

Column Usage Does the agent use the correct
columns?
Options: Yes, No, N/A

You might reply “No” to this question if the model used the
heart_rate_variability column to answer a question about “aver-
age heart rate”.

Time Usage Does the agent use the correct
time frame?
Options: Yes, No, N/A

For example, if the user asks “what is my average step count over the
last 30 days” and the agent uses code that computes the average over
the entire duration it has data this would be a “No”.

Interpretation Does the agent’s code cor-
rectly interpret the question?
Options: Yes, No, N/A

Regardless of whether or not the agent’s code executed without bugs,
did the generated code accurately attempt to address the question?

Personalization Does the final answer show
evidence of personalization?
Options: Yes, No, N/A

The bar for personalization is high. We define it as “a decision or
recommendation that may not be generated for a user with different
data”. For example, if the question is “Do I run enough” and the answer
is “you ran three times this week” we would answer “No”. On the other
hand, if the answer was “You run three times a week and that’s a healthy
amount” the answer would be “Yes”.

Table E.3: Code Quality Rubric. Questions used for annotating the code quality (Section 4.2) of final answers.
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E.4 Inter-Rater Agreement

In order to gauge the reliability of the ratings provided, we used Bennett’s S-Score [6] which is especially useful to
assess how consistent individuals are in making categorical judgments. Bennett’s S-Score takes into account the number
of categories into which responses are being classified and the distribution of ratings across these categories. Bennett’s
S-Score is in a range of -1 to 1, with a score below 0 indicating worse than random chance, a score of 0 indicating
random chance, and a score above 0 indicating better than random chance. For example, a score of 0.683 shows that the
agreement among the raters is 68.3% better than what would be expected by random chance alone and is a considerably
good degree of agreement. Table E.4 summarizes the inter-rater agreement using Bennett’s S-Score for seven categories
of human ratings on query responses and five categories of human ratings on code generations.

Question Bennett’s S-Score

Reasoning
Relevance .538
Interpretation .683
Personalization .654
Domain Knowledge .208
Logic .718
Harmfulness .972
Clarity .505

Code Quality
Avoids Hallucination .529
Column Usage .622
Time Usage .520
Interpretation .617
Personalization .348

Table E.4: Inter-Rater Agreement. Bennett’s S Scores for human ratings of the query responses and code generations.
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F Synthetic Wearable Users

F.1 Data Schema

Table F.1 and Table F.2 correspond to descriptions of daily summary data and activities data respectively. This is
structured data that both our baselines and PHIA view and process as a part of their workflow. In Table F.1, each row
corresponds to a single day’s data for an individual user, encompassing a range of indicators from basic steps taken to
detailed sleep analysis and heart rate metrics. Table F.2 contains detailed metrics for each activity session, including
start and end times, the type of activity (e.g., running, biking, weightlifting), and performance statistics such as distance
covered, elevation gain, and calories burned.

Column Name Datatype Description

datetime date The day the data describes
steps integer The number of steps taken during the day
sleep_minutes integer The total number of minutes of sleep from the night before.
bed_time timestamp The time the user went to sleep the night before.
wake_up_time timestamp The time the user woke up that morning.
resting_heart_rate integer The measured resting heart rate for that day.
heart_rate_variability float Heart rate variability, measured in milliseconds, for that day.
active_zone_minutes integer The number of active zone minutes (minutes with elevated

heart rate) for that day.
deep_sleep_minutes integer The total number of minutes spent in deep sleep the night

before.
rem_sleep_minutes integer The total number of minutes of REM sleep from the night

before.
light_sleep_minutes integer The total number of minutes spent in light sleep the night

before.
awake_minutes integer The total of minutes spent awake during last night’s sleep

period.
deep_sleep_percent float The fraction of last night’s sleep period spent in deep sleep.
rem_sleep_percent float The fraction of last night’s sleep period spent in REM sleep.
light_sleep_percent float The fraction of last night’s sleep period spent in light sleep.
awake_percent float The fraction of last night’s sleep period spent awake.
light_sleep_percent float The fraction of last night’s sleep period spent in light sleep.
stress_management_score integer The stress management score measures how the user re-

sponds to stress based on their heart rate, sleep, and activity
level data. A higher score is “better”.

fatburn_active_zone_minutes integer The number of active zone minutes spent in the “fatburn”
hear rate zone.

cardio_active_zone_minutes integer The number of active zone minutes spent in the “cardio”
heart rate zone.

peak_active_zone_minutes integer The total number of minutes spent in the “peak” - or highest
activity - zone.

Table F.1: Daily Summary Table Schema. Columns, data types and data descriptions in the Daily Summary table.
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Column Name Datatype Description

startTime timestamp The timestamp of the start of the activity.
endTime timestamp The timestamp of the end of the activity.
activityName string The type of activity. This is one of [’Outdoor

Bike’, ’Run’, ’Bike’, ’Aerobic Workout’,
’Weights’, ’Elliptical’, ’Yoga’, ’Spinning’,
’Treadmill’].

distance integer The distance (in meters) covered by the user during the
activity.

duration integer The duration of the activity in minutes.
elevationGain integer The number of meters of elevation gain during this activity.
averageHeartRate integer The average heart rate during this activity.
calories integer The number of calories burned during this activity.
steps integer The total number of steps taken during this activity.
activeZoneMinutes int The total number of active zone (higher heart rate) minutes

during this activity.
speed float The average speed (in m/s) during this activity.

Table F.2: Activities Table Schema. Columns, data types and data descriptions in the Activities table.
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